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Ibiza is known as the White IslandÂ as it has a lot of white buildings and beaches. It was famous in
the mid 20th century for a prominent â€œhippieâ€• culture and beaches for the nudists.

Variety

There is a lot of offering at Ibiza for the individuals, couples or families. For the young generation,
the islandâ€™s vibrant nightlife attracts them with an afternoon kickoff at the beachfront pubs and bars
as well as the town center. The rollicking atmosphere continues until dawn with many discotheques
blasting away their music.

Besides the beautiful beaches, Ibiza offers a pure Mediterranean culture practiced by the local
population that settled in Ibiza many decades before. Hence, one would enjoy many historical and
rich culture and tradition through the historical monuments and artwork found on the island.

Getting to Ibiza

Ibiza can be accessed by ship or plane. There are many ports at Ibiza; a ship arrival may be slower
but more enjoyable with the beautiful natural landscapes throughout the journey. Couples and
honeymooners would enjoy the romantic journey to Ibiza. There are many ports of disembarkation
from Spain.

One can also choose to fly into Ibiza from any major Spanish cities such as Barcelona, Alicante,
Valencia and Mallorca Island. The flight is short and convenient with many regular flights from the
major Spanish airports.Â It is easy to get into Ibiza from the airport with the plentiful public transport
or a rental car.

Sightseeing

One of the main attractions in Ibiza is its beaches. There are several wonderful beaches; one of
them is Playa dâ€™en Bossa at the south. Here one can sight Islas Malvinas which is a group of small
islands. Also in the north, one can enjoy Cala Llonga and Cala Talamaca.

Santa EulaliaÂ would be another good choice of sightseeing at Ibiza. Santa EulÃ ria des RiuÂ is a
picturesque village with some exquisite modern buildings and beautiful beaches; namely, the Playas
de Santa Eulalia,Â Es Canar and Cala Blanca.

San Juan is another great spot in Ibiza to enjoy some fantastic beaches at Cala Portinatx, Cala de
Sant Vicent andÂ Cala Xarraca. Here, there is the interesting Cueva des Cuieram which is a
historical cave with a unique Carthaginian temple inside.

Sant Miquel is close by with more beautiful beaches and natural landscapes that are worth checking
out especially for nature lovers and environmentalists. There are many quaint little villages with
whitewashed homes in Ibiza for the tourists to check out at leisure.
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James Purefoy - About Author:
Spain offers numerous opportunities and select for all popular regional vacations : a
ferienwohnungen Calpe and the most beautiful destinations i.e a ferienhaus an der costa brava. 

Also read my blog at : a James Purefoy's Blog
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